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Fgg^ggrA^&atmce Fair Opens Here Tomorrow Night
founcil Reports Agreement On New Frosh Housing Policy
Expect 3,000 To Attend
Displays, Talks, Movie
By Dave Turkeltaub
Some 'l|r"c thousand people arched io attend the college's 19th
Fair, which opens tomor, evening in Carnegie Science
t ding and Hedge Laboratory.
.IV exhibits, sponsored by the
,e science departments, will inLde movies, displays, demonstra-

Bernice. And

Stu-G Announces Men's Stu-C Accepts Plan Seniors Announce
'49-f50ProctorList For Amalgamation Gov't Speaker Elections
Friend
Student Government Board has
announced the proctors for 19491950. The following are presidents
vice-presidents; and house assignments:

Janet Hayes and Mary Lou Conron. Chase House; Rae Stillman
and Sally Clout-man, Cheney House;
Norms Chaffee and Barbara Chandler. Frye Street House; Betty Burns
and
Phvllis
Hayward,
Hacker
House.

005. a P'av' a ra"r'e- an<l lectures
tlit West advances in research.
Tj,f (wo scientific societies, JorD-Ranisdt 11 and Lawrence Chcmpreparcd the various at
. Members will act as
slide- T ; "air will be open tomor;and Friday evenings.
|rom Alchemy to Atom Bomb
\\ live hamster, a bottle of fruit
1,5, a play about alchemy, a radar
it a talk on the atomic bomb, and
|movie about a clam, will highlight
[activities.
khe biology department will give
I several prizes in a raffle held
rthelier.efit of (he Roscoer B. JackM Cancer Memorial Laboratory.
IrHar'ior. The fruit flies and Paul
x pet hamster. Bernice, are the
awards. Dana Wallace. Maine
late Fisheries representative, will
|iw a movie on the activities of
Maine clam.
|Tht chemistry department will
TO synthetic-punch to all visitors.
fee Palmer, Richard Michaels and
jfei Knecland will produce a play.
Night in Alchemy" guaranteed
l"go over with a bang."
|\ repeat performance by Robert
Irish of the 1947 lecture on the
mir bomb will be a feature of the
-ics department exhibitors. Phil)LaRocheIle and Linden Blanchwill demonstrate a radar unit
\i co-feature.
(Under the direction of James Balpne. the mathematics department

Paul Cox tends his pet hamster,
Bernice, who will be awarded as
a prize in the Science Fair.
will exhibit a calculator for simultaneous equations.
The geology department clams to
have found a prehistoric human rn
the Bate- campus. He will he on exhibition.
1918 Innovation: Radio

.

Carlene Fuller and Grace Ulrich,
Milliken House; Joan Holmes and
Nancy Coleman, Mitchell House;
Joan Hutton and Athena Giftos,
Rand Hall; Martha Rayder and
Margaret Moulton, Roger Williams
Hall: Judith Litchfield and Janet
Brown, Whittier House; Patricia
Dunn and Shirley Freeman, Wilson
House; and Melissa .Meigs and
Nancy Jones, Women's Union.

IRCHears Dr. Evans
On Partition Of Ireland
Nomination of officers and a
speech by Dr. Evans on the conditions prevailing in modern Ireland
highlighted the Gould International
Relations Club meeting March 8 in
LiVbey Forum.

A look into the past shows that
I the first science exhibit was held in
Austin Jones was nominated and
1918 by members of the Jordan Scientific Society, which at that time elected president of the club. Nomrepresented ill the science depart- inated for vice-president were Ted
nun--. The displays were shown in Coshnear and Larry Birns. Anders
Carnegie. After the formation of Krall and Diane ' Wolgast were
Law ranee Chemical in 1927. the two nominated for secretary, Shirley
groups shared the work and Hedge Freeman and Phil Cifizarri, for
La!> then housed some of the ex- treasurer.
hibits.
Dr. Evans, professor of history
(Continued on page three)
at the University of Belfast, spoke
on "The Partition of Ireland." He
stated there is a tremendous difference between the North and South
of Ireland, with extreme bitterness
between the two. Each has its own
hades Clark. Betty Dagdigian sistant news editor a year ago. Last capital; Belfast in the North, Dublin
Richard Nair will fill top editor- spring she was in charge of denom- in the South. The North. Dr. Evans
position- on the STUDENT inational club news, later switch- continued, is largely industrial, plac* during the coming year, Rob- ing to coverage of the college ad- ing economic recognition as the
is
Foster, newly-appointed editor- ministration. On the side she has dominating goal. The' South
been writing for the feature depart- primarily interested in agriculture,
Met, announced today.
II replace Foster as news ment all year. Betty is a sophomore and maintaining a comfortable, happy life. He stated that about 92 per
*»• The feature editorship, va- and is majoring in English. She is
cent of the South are Roman Caththe
vice-president
of
the
Canterbury
*loy Marjorie Harthan's retire
olic, in comparison with 35 per cent
»■ will go to Betty. Nair will Club and is a member of Der
of the North; the rest being ProW the post of associate editor. Deutsche Verein.
testants.
Foster al-o announced the ap- Associate Editor Nair
The Northeast corner of Ireland
Ment of Robert Davis as circuTrading in his present title of
1
manager and Jean Johnson make-up editor for the new position is nearest to England and Scotland,
Raymond Sennett as associaie of associate editor, Richard Nair will and the people of this area send
s editors Robert Wade and continue to do make-up work and members to the English Parliament.
"'«m Perkins will continue as will take on additional duties as an Dr. Evans said.
At the conclusion of the speech
editor and art editor, res- assistant to Foster in developing
Mb/.
the members of the IRC directed
editorial policy.
ne
questions to Dr. Evans.
eight appointments were apDuring his freshman year Nair
* >>}' the Publishing Associa- was assistant news editor in charge
te last Wednesday and will
at Student Council and later, de'nt0 effect when Foster assumes
bate and radio coverage. A soph!J*P after spring vacation. omore majoring in history and gov"*» Udquist will be managernment, be is also a member of
W»T am' Ui,fred Bart.eau. the varsity debate squad.
Mr. Fairfield has announced that
»tt\T "lanagcr- 'd- announced las'
Robert Davis will replace Shirley tomorrow at 11:20 a. m., during the
Pease as circulation manager. Davis, regular Cultural Heritage 402 class
K Editor^
a sophomore, has worked on the cir- period in the Little Theatre, a fivewai tak
k? .*.
e over the culation staff for nearly two years. man "Symposium on Communism"
L, r**» *'»b more than a Jean Johnson and Raymod.Sen- will be conducted.
nett, associate news editors-to-be,
Those taking part in the discusVhV ' Snd assis*ant news edi
have both written for the STU- sion will include Dr. D'Alfonso,
J«T«ar-frneda^-'™ reporting DENT since entering college a who will talk on the philosophic askf n., mayoralty campaign and year ago last September. For three pects; Mr. LeMaster, who will dish
.months Jean has been assistant cuss the political side of the subihisi, .
" coverage. While news editor in charge of campus ject; and Prof. Freedanan, who will
Lm school at his former home club coverage. In her new capacity present the economic aspects. Dr.
was she will handle Christian Associa- Sawyer will analyze the Lysenko
Koft('v:,nrl8h' Nsch00
- H" heu lica
problem, and Mr. Monk will speak
hand a Cr"rres
' P »' - tion news.
ftnche-,
' P°"<l<'nt for the
During the past year Sennett his on Jhe subject, "Art for Marx'
h™
"'""■ Clark is 3 his" written headlines for the STU- Sake".
1 "government major. ffi. DENT and served as assistant
Mr. Fairfield also stated that peoat Bat
includc news editor, covering chapel and ple other than those who are in the
w
^nd'n't
"
Oroh,c Society.
assembly programs. As associate Cultural Heritage 402 class are in^re
Editor
news editor be will continue his vited and as many will be admitted
|B(I
as can be seated in the Little
L> DaRdigian, feature editor present duties.
Foster said that further appoint- Theatre.
|jj-T • worked for the STUments will probably be announced
Sn' a re[>orter durinS her
s^^J^r. was appointed as- after vacation.

Nark, Dagdigian, And Nair Fill
top Student Editorial'Positions

Professors Conduct A
Forum On Communism

hUrence a r^°rter-"»

PC'c'r r'-" - "•«*«

Bates-On-The-Air

H,

INE

St.

RECRUITS

HERE

eHa

" next-Tuesday

"Hi,1"7'0** °* interviewinK stuftits Qj are interested in the acrV j thc Corps' Particularly,
Kter'cL COnnect'°n with the
*. H. °0' at Quantico, VirU, *iU be available from 9
m an
- <l from 1 to 3 p. m.

Co-chairmen Emilie Stehli and
Richard Stern announced today
that the results of the Class Day
speakers election held by the senior
class last Friday are: Address to
Mothers and Fathers, June Cunningham; Class History, Irving
Davis: Address to Halls and Campus, Joan Green-burg; Class Will,
William Senseney; Class Gifts, Arthur Bradbury; Pipe Oration.' Leon
Wiskup; Class :Oration. William
Stringfellow: Toastmaster, William
Simpson; and Class Chaplain. Edward Hill.

CONTEST IN GARNET
The Bates Garnet will run a
Chesterfield-sponsored contest
in the next issue, which will
appear next Tuesday. A carton
of Chesterfields will be awarded
to the first ten students who
submit correct entries. Submit
entries to Steve Feinberg, Chase
Hall, Box 105.

A St. Patrick's Day musical
program will be presented tomorrow afternoon by the radio
class at 4:45 over Station
WCOU. The cast, directed by
Robert Smith, consists of Genie
Rollins, Karl Koss, Dana Williams, George Gamble, Lawrence Cannon, Paul Cox, and
Michael Hennesay.

President Arthur Bradbury has
announced that graduation exercises
will be held in the Armory. It has
also been decided that $25 will no:
be donated to the Mirror.
Stu-C members discuss the proposed all-campus Student Government
Constitution with delegates from the Amalgamation Committee. Left to
right: Bert Hammond, Glenn Kumekawa, Bill Stringfellow, Ray Cloutier (Amalgamation Committee Chairman), Arnold Alperstein.
Meeting in a special session Mon- bers, who represent nearly every
day afternoon, the Student Council phase of college life, was necesasry
accepted the constitution and by- before a final plan could 'be delaws for an Amalgamated Student cided upon.
Government submitted to the CounIn summarizing thc functions of
cil last Friday by the joint Amal- the proposed governing body. Clougaamtion Committee. The commit- tier stated that most of its activitee has spent the greater part of the ties are now carried on by the Stuacademic year in preparing the re- C. He said the new government
port.
would have jurisdiction over funcRay Cloutier, committee chair- tions of an all-campus nature, inman, told the council and five fac- cluding NSA. rallies, Campus Chest.
ulty members Friday evening that Bates Conference Committee, chapthe reason for proposing such a set- el programs coed dining, and Chase
up is. in part, apathy toward the Hall dances.
activities of the Stu-C and Stu-G
Dean Rowe, Mr. Sampson, Prof.
among thc students because of the
Quimby,
Mr. Ross, and Prof. Kenextremely limited number of studall
were
present at Friday's presdents that take part in these gov
erning organizations. More students entation, along with Joseph Mitchell
would be brought in under this plan, and Glenn Kumekawa. who reprehe said, which would create all-cam- sented the committee. Dean Rowe
pus coverage and interest. Thc plan, and Mr. Sampson are regular adaccording to the committee, would visors to the council.
also achieve greater student interThe plan will be reviewed by the
est and the assurance of worthy of- Student Government this week, and
ficers being elected through the in- later PPy a faculty committee. If it i'troduction of a petition system of approved by these bodies, the stuelection.
dent body will decide whether or
Cloutier said that much compro- not to put the plan into operation
mising among the committee mem- in a rerendum vote.

Students Vote Monday For Officers
In All College Clubs, Organizations
Polls will ibe open in the Alumni Gym lobby from 8:30 a. m. to 5:30
p. m. next Monday for the all-college election. Students who will be away
Monday may apply to William Stringfellow for absentee ballots. The
slates of the organizations participating in the election are as follows:
ELECTION SLATES

.

Men's Ballot

STUDENT COUNCIL
Senior Representatives
(Vote for four; circle one
of the four for president)
Robert Corish
George Gamble
Arthur Hiitchinson
Hugh Penney
William Perham
Charles Radcliffe
Richard Scott
Robert Wade
Junior Representatives
(Vote for three; circle one
of the three for secretarytreasurer)
,Max Bell
Herbert Bergdahl
William Dill
Dana Jones
Ralph Mills
William Norris
Sophomore Representatives
(Vote for two)
Herbert Dowse
Prescott Harris
Arthur Koenig
David Moore

Women's Ballot
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
BOARD
President
Florence Lindquist
Rae Wolcott
Vice-President
Martha Rayder
Rae Stillman
Secretary-Treasurer
Marcia Pennhnan
Jeanne Pieroway
Senior Advisors
(Vote for two)
Catherine Evans

SF Members Explain
World Gov't Concept
The Student Federalists sponsored World Government Week at
Bates March 7 to 12. in an effort to
acquaint the camipus and the community with the aims of World
Federalism.
The club held its monthly meeting at the Women's Union last
Tuesday evening with Mr. Phil
Chapman of the state legislature as
guest speaker. Members of the Politics Club were invited as well as
all. other interested students. An
invitation was also extended to
Bowdoin men interested in the Federalist organization. A lengthy discussion touching'on a few of the
many questions facing World Federalism followed Mr. Chapman's
speech.
Wednesday morning State Representative Warren Paine of Portland spoke in chapel. He was introduced by Ray Sennett, SF chapter
president. Mr. Paine discussed practical aspects of federalism that could
be carried on at a local level. He
was the recent sponsor of a bill to
encourage Congress to amend the
Constitution in order to permit the
U.S. to join in a limited world government.
During the week SF members.
Robert Patterson, Arthur Darken,
and Philip Cifizarri, spoke in several
local schools to debating teams, civics and history classes. Among the
schools these teams visited were
Lewiston High, St. Dominic's, and
several eighth grade classes in the
(Continued on page three)

Carol Patrell
Faith Seiple
Judith Witt
Sophomore Representatives
(Vote for two)
Elsa Buschner
Margaret Fuller
Nancy Kosinski
Lconardia Maskiewicz
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
President
Maxine Hammer
Nancy Norton-Taylor
Vice-President
Barbara Chandler
Norma Reese
Secretary
Jean Doming
Ruth Russell
Treasurer
Betty Daniels
Ruth Martin

All-College Ballot
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
President
Glenn Kumekawa
Hugh Penney
Vice-President
Margaret Moulton
Sylvia Stilber
Secretary
Ruth Feblau
Marjorie Nickerson
Treasurer
Arthur Darken
John Sutcliffe
OUTING CLUB ,
President
David Leaoh
David Merrill
Secretary
Marjorie Dwelley
Phoebe Jones
(Continued on page four)

Biology Stndent To Do
Research On Lobsters
Lorna Tilton has found a thesis
topic which is both interesting and
practical. In conjunction with the
Maine fisheries, sbe and Mr. Waite
are trying to find out about a certain shell disease which is affecting
the lobsters.
This disease, found mostly in imported Canadian lobsters, is passed
on to the native ones in the pounds.
It is caused by a chitivurrous bacteria which produces lesions on the
shell.
Lorna and Mr. Waite have succeeded in isolating the bacteria and
have infected several lobsters to see
whether the bacteria comes from the
outside or is the result of an internal infection.

Calendar
Wednesday March 16: Stu-G
cheerleading practice and tryouts,
Gym, 4-5:30 also Thursday and Friday.
Thursday, March 17: Science Exhibit.
Friday, March 18: Preparatory
School Debate League. Ball and
Chain Square Dance, 7-11, WLB.
Science Exhibit.
Monday,
March 21: Faculty
Round Table, Chase Hall, 8 p. m.
All-College elections, Alumni Gym
Lobby, 8 a. m.-5 p. m.
Tuesday, March 22: International
debate, Bates vs. Cambridge, Chapel
8 p. m. Debating Council tea, Women's Union, 4-6 p. m.

By Bob Foster

Beginning next fall the college will attempt to mix freshman
men of different racial and religious backgrounds in making
original roommate assignments, the Student Council announced today.
The new policy, result of four months of research and debate
by Stu-C and administration officials, will reverse the former
general practice of assigning rooms to first semester men entirely on a basis of "common background."
Issued Written Report
The agreements reached with the
administration, as contained in a
three-page report the Council released today, are as follows:
"1. It is clearly necessary that
room assignments for incoming
freshmen be made before these students arrive on cvnptis.
"2. The college will henceforth
attempt to mix incoming freshman
men of different religious backgrounds in their original loom assignments.
"3. With the assistance of Ibe
director of admissions for men, the
college will attempt to room incoming freshmen of various racial backgrounds together.
"4. The present policy of complete freedom of choice of roommates after the first year will be
continued."
Segregation Never Intended
In appraising the former policy
of assigning roommates according
to "common background", the report says "it has clearly not been
the policy of the college to segregate persons of particular races or
religions. This has rather been z.
policy intended to minimize the ad
justment problems of freshmen to
college life."
President Phillips in an interviewlast Thursday indicated his agreement with the wording of the report.

The Student Council first decided
to investigate the college's rooming
policy last October. When a lettc
to the editor objecting to the existing "un-Christian"
policy
was
printed in the STUDENT early ir
November, Stu-C members TheodoreBelsky and William Perhani
were already at work on the matter.
Contacted Other Colleges

Working at first with a similar
committee from the Student Government Board. Belsky and Perham
discussed with administration officials and more than 40 intereste 1
students the protests which had
l>een made and possible solutions to
the problem. Through correspondence with nine other New England
colleges, it was found that all these
assign freshman roommates according to much, the same policy that
Bates has followed in the past.
Tlje Council's committee also contacted the National Student Association and several educational experts in its attempts to formulate a
policy which would be more satisfactory to Stu-C.
Women Have "No Problem"
After an interview with Dean
Clark several 'months ago the fourwoman Stu-G committee ended its
participation in the investigation.
"There seems to be no problem of
discriminaton in freshman room as(Continued on page four)

Cambridge Debaters Visit Here
For Split Team Contest Tuesday

George Pattison

Denzil Freeth

The second international debate March and April under the auspices
of the season will take place in the of the Institute of International Edchapel next Tuesday evening at 8 ucation and the Committee on Ino'clock, when Charles Radcliffe and ternational Debating, of which Prof
William Stringfellow will meet two Quimby is chairman. Freeth, madebaters from the University of joring in modern languages, is an
Cambridge, England:RAF veteran. Aside from his activThe debate, which will be open ities in the Cambridge Union Soto the public, is on the resolution: cety he is also active in dramatics.
"that an immediate preventive war Pattison, who is vice-president of
is sometimes a sane policy". Presi- the Cambridge Union Society, was
dent Phillips will preside, and at the a trooper in the Royal Dragoons,
conclusion of the debate an audience and is now studying anthropology.
vote will be taken. It will be a splitThe first Cambridge debating
team debate, the resolution being team visited Bates in 1924, and
upheld by Denzil Freeth of Cam- English debaters have been here
bridge and Charles Radcliffe of several times since then. Bates deBates. George Pattison of Cam bating teams have visited Cambridge and William Stringfellow of bridge in England three or four
Bates comprise the negative team times. The last debate, which was
The two Cambridge debaters are mentioned in Time magazine, was
visiting American colleges and uni- held at Cambridge in the fall of
versities, during the months of
(Continued on page three)

Present Amalgamation Stevenson Is
To Stu-G Board Tonight Guest Speaker
President Helen Papaioanou announced at last Wednesday evening's meeting of the Student Government Board that the Amalgamation Committee would present its
plan at this evening's meeting
Helen requested that all members
of Stu-G be present for this meeting.
April 13 is the tentative date for
the old board-new board banquet.
.Marcia Penniman is in charge of
banquet arrangements.
Joan Greenberg and Catherine
Evans are representing Stu-G at
the NSA-sponsored human relations
conference at Boston University this
weekend.

At Club Dinner
Warren Stevenson, president of
the Bates Outing Club, was guest
speaker last Sunday at a dinner
meeting of the Maine Alpine Club
of Lewiston-Auburn.
Stevenson, speaking on the problem of the maintenance of the Appalachian Trail, included in his talk
both materials and methods used,
and discussed how the Outing Club
takes care of its 40-mile stretch of
the trail. He specifically mentioned
the accomplishments of the Bates
group which worked on the trail
shortly after the opening of school
last fall.
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THESE ARE THE TIMES . . .
The approach of spring vacation means many things to many
people — time for writing a thesis, a change of scenery and
the all-important break from the routine of college studies. It
means something else too — all college elections.
This year elections seem to' have even more importance than
in some years previous. The campus leaders who will take over
the governing bodies, college organizations and head the various classes' have a special piece of work to carry out. These
students will be the first to work under the new amalgamation
government. (This is written under the supposition that the
amalgamation plan will meet with faculty and student approval.) In a sense then the partial success or failure of this
new approach to student government rests in the hands of
these people that we elect.
It should then seem almost unnecessary to urge people to
vote. After hearing statistics in past years, we are forced to
admit that many students need a gentle push to help them
realize their duty ; some even need a big shove.
We would add a further word on voting — pick your leaders
with more fore-though and less after-griping. Recently in an
election in a west coast college a fictional candidate's name
somehow was placed on the ballot. In the words of the college
newspaper "it was one of the cleverest election tricks ever pulled
around these parts". The most surprising part was that "Winless Willie'' polled almost 300 votes. A hoax that backfired!
That identical situation is impossible at Bates but the same
principle holds true if the x's are put next to a candidate's
name only because that name won in a coin toss.
Good government still means responsible voters.

POLITICS PREFERRED
C. A. Public Affairs Commission
hell — and enough indepenlence to
By Charles Radcliffe
Probably the most important start a third party.
In both these men, Lincoln and
question in American politics today is: What is going to happen to Theodore Roosevelt, the GOP can
the Republican Party? There are find its true self — and its leal proBoth possessed fighting
two schools of thought on the sub- gram.
ject, both within and without the hearts. Both possessed enormous inparty. One school may ibe termei telligence. Both were leaders. The
the "dead duck" philosophy. The cause of each was human freedom,
other follows the line of "muddling political and economic. Bo'.h these
men were symbols of strength
through".
The "dead duck" idea is almost around which a people might gaself explanatory. As a party, wc ther.
The Republican Party can sti.
have lost five consecutive presidendefend
the freedom of the peopic.
tial elections, and have controlled
Congress for only two of the last That freedom today is threatened
seventeen years. In addition, the last by a complete breakdown of ou:
election would seem to indicate a federal system which ultimateh
tremendous dislocation of the "nom- means that all power to do anyt'iipp
will be concentrated in Washinginally Republican" farm vote.
The "muddling through" philoso- ton. Concomitant to this is the
phy is more prevalent, so far as the threat that we may lapse, as a peoparty goes, but harder to under- ple, into a "soup kitchen" philosostand in the face of the above facts. phy. (In which every need-and wish
The general idea of GOP "mud- is guaranteed by Government.1
But no one can arouse the peodlers" seems to (be that come what
may the Grand Old Party will sur- ple on these issues? The hell you
vive and even be victorious again. say ! Wendell Wilkie did. Never in
The "muddlers" are, generaliy his career did he "accidentally
swallow the New Deal". He was
classed as "stand patters".
I have indicated two schools of not a "me too" Republican. Of
thought on the subject.
Neither course he stood for a reasonable
school is very appealing. The first amount of social security — for a
would lay down and die while the fair deal to labor — and a concern
second wouldn't "stand pat" on de- for the welfare of the surprisinglyfeat — apparently satisfied with it. large percent of .Americans who art
There is. fortunately, a third trend not millionaires (or even "comfortably well off".) This is not "meof thought involved.
This third trend would maintain too-ism". The Democrats have nc
that the Republican Party, far from monopoly on social progress. After
being dead, can come- roaring back all.' it was Lincoln who freed the
to power by developing a real pro- slaves — and he had to wage a
gram of its own, discovering and bloody civil war against the Demofighting for the basic principles of crats in the process of doing it.
"Me Too-ism" goes like this'
the party, and sending candidates
nto the field who will win — oi die "We can lead you into economic
- trying. This trend is too small at dictatorship and complete centralipresent to be called a "school". It zation as well as the Democrats can
is hardly large enough to fee a — only we will administer it better
on the way". The Republican Party
classroom \
The "honest-to-God" principles of can't win — or deserve to win —
our party do not involve a surren- on this basis. Neither can it win —
der to "big interests" (a much mis- or deserve to win — by muddling
used term) nor utter dependance on through. There is one sure formula
the type of conservatism usually is- for victory:
-ociated with pot-bellied mediocrity.
(a) Return the Party to the peoThe Republican Party was found- ple
ed 1)y fighting liberals and was meant
Ob) State our principles an 1 aims
to be an instrument of human free- in understandable language and
dom and dignity. Our first success- stick to them.
ful, and most famous, presidential
(c) Pick men with hair on their
candidate was a lean, hardened chests and brains in their heads to
frontiersman who possessed the carry these principles to the people.
courage and genious to inspire deParenthetically, none of this exposition is aimed at Governor
votion.
The next and only other) truly Dewey. I still believe in him. He
great Republican president was a just doesn't have enough hair on his
hard-swinging,
two-fisted
trust chest — and this last item is of
buster who possessed enough fire to tremendous importance — as any
melt the hinges off the gates of good ward heeler will tell you.

BISAILLON'S
MUSIC STORE
Records at

i Price
In "Over Stock" Sale
Hurry Down!
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All women are eligible to vote
next Monday at the all-college elections for officers of the Student
Government Board.
President
Florence Lindquist and Rae Walcott are candidates for president.
"Lindy", an English major, is president of Frye Street House and a
member of Stu-G. She has been
appointed STUDENT managing
editor and is a member of Mademoiselle magazine's college board.
Rae, a math major, is president
of West Parker Hall and a member
of Stu-G. She served on this year's
Winter Carnival dance committee
and is a member of the JordanRamsdell Scientific Society.
Vice-President
Candidates for vice-president are
Martha Rayder and Rae Stillman
"Marty" is sophomore class secretary, representative to Stu-G, and
a member of the Co-ordinating
Committee. She was the sophomore
representative on the nominating
committee. Elected this year's Betty
Bates, "Marty" is a French major.
Rae is a history and government
major and a member of the varsity
debate team. She has been active in
planning class activities and served
on the Carnival committee.
Secretary-Treasurer
Marcia Penniman and Jeanne Pieroway are nominees for secretarytreasurer. "Penny", a biology major, is president of the Women's
Union and a member of Stu-G. She
worked with the Freshman Week
committee in planning _Stanton
Ride.
Jeanne, a biology major, is an assistant in that department. She is
president of Hacker House and a
member of Stu-G. Jeanne is a member of Jordan-Ramsdell and the
Journals' Club.
Senior Advisors
Catherine Evans, Carol Patrell,
Faith Seiple, and Judith Witt are

Kood Is Bewitched By Exams
Finds Logic In His Own Words
A. Anonymous Author

am. For a moment a great darkness hovered around him and he
was afraid. The exam in virgin
glory shone resplendent; he was
bee-witched.
He made no progress with the
Norris-Hayden Laundry

EMPIRE
March 16, 17, 18, 19

Reasonable Rates

"JOHN LOVES MARY"
- wiffi Ronald Reagan - Patricia Neal"

Cash or Charge Basis

AU Next Week

Agents

OLIVIA DEHAVILAND

Hugh Penny

George Disnard

Fast, Comfortable

Reopened - Remodeled

Service

Parlor Open Daily
10 A M. to 10 P. M.

See

Banana Splits - Sundaes

ICE CREAM

56 Elm St.

Lewitton

Junior Representatives
Three of the following
""X
of the Class oi 195i
will ai '•:,
elected. Voters should circle
^
n
secretary-treasurer.
'ii»
Max Bell, a history-g0
major, is a member of tht d i
I
squad and the NSA Inttrn '^
Aflairs Committee.
Herbert Bergdahl, who ,
majoring in history and " "M
ment, is another member of ^
bate squad.
William Dill, an English
ra
devotes nis spare time to Xg, >Jor|
licity, CA Commisson work i ^
bate squad, and the Spoffoni (V
Dana Jones, an ecoiiornjCs „..
is chairman of the Chase H*
Dance Committee, and alSo ■j
member of the Modern Danced,'
the ski team, and the g0;j ,
°>
WLAM.
William Norris, an EngH*
Arthur Hutchinson, a historyjor who lives in Sainpsonville ■
government major, is a member of
member of the Spofford Club,'!,
the Politics Club as well as the inserves on the stall oi the
Wrae;
door and outdoor track teams.
and whites "News from Samp*.
Hugh Penny, who is majoring in
ville" for the STUDENT.
English, has taken part in the Choral Society, intramural basketball Sophomore Representatives
Two of the following candiilJ1(s I
Robinson Players, and serves on the
Christian Association cabinet. He is of the Class of 1952 are also to bt J
also a candidate for presidency of chosen.

Electrons On Display

Charles Fehlau, a physics major, watches the wave formation on the
oscilloscope which will be exhibited at the Science Fair, Thursday and
Friday. A d-c rectifier, left, and an audio amplifier, right, as shown by
the large diagrams, are part of the demonstration. The oscilloscope may
be used to show wave patterns of vocal sounds.
Can you find one? The point is that
this type of characterization is dangerously close to extinction. It was
easy enough to think of well-drawn,
vivid, dashing villains who are the
"heroes" and "heroines" of modern
fiction. We did find. too. a FEW
books with something constructive
to say. but they had no outstanding
character. And there have been biographies, factual and fictionalized
with such strong characters. Some
of the best of these, we noted, went
back to Christ for their inspiration.
This type is a great and necessary
part of our literature. But it's not
enough J
Where are the fictional characters
who are flesh and blood people living and feeling this world of today
about them, seeing some part of its
needs, such as brotherhood, facing
decisive problems, blundering and
hurting sometimes, but still striving
in their big and small ways to make
the world a little better for their
having lived.
Modern writers and their fans will
swear their allegiance to the reality of the characters they perpetually delight in. these glorified villains.
They pride themselves on their
presentation and enjoyment of "life,
the way it is".
Balance Of Good And Evil Needed
We decided that what they offer
us is definitely a part of life and
necessary as such, BUT ONLY A
PART. So you see, we are seeking
not a movement towards Polyanna
paragonish stuff, and not even a
total desertion of the present realm
of sneering characters, of shady,
naughty and criminal characters,
but are asking only the realhy
which present day fiction CLAIMS
to give, the reality which gives, in
fact, a balance of good and evil, a
balance of constructive and destructive, namely, "life, the way it
REALLY is".
_
There's not much to be proud of
in technique for technique's sake
alone; that's like modern abstract

STRAND

MODERN DRY CLEANERS
Efficient Work and

art or pink cotton candy. And
-The members of the Studen'
there's not even much to be proud
Council for the coming year vril be
of in presenting life merely for the
elected at the all-college election
sake of presenting life; that's like .i
next Monday. All men are e igible
mirror when a baby, looking into.it,
to vote in the Student Council elecstretches out hs little hand to the
tion not only for their own class
babv it sees, and finds nothing bui
representatives but for members of
a flat, cold surface. Speech was
formed for the communication of the other classes as well.
ideas; writing was developed to Senior Representatives
Four of the following candidates
spread these ideas farther than
speech would in distance and time. from the Class of 1950 are to be
chosen. Voters should circle one for
What Is The Writer's Position?
If you're interested in writing, president.
Robert Corish, the mayor of the
then what's your position in all
this? Is there no idea that you real- campus, is a member of the Chase
ly believe in, nothing in particular Hall Committee. He is a physics
that you want to communicate? K major.
_
any of us have been going around
George Gamble, who is an Engin THIS spineless state we haven't lish major, plays the clarinet in the
a very good foundation for life, let Orphic Society and also is a radio
alone for creating literature. Or if announcer on the local station.

there is something we de believe in,
do we consider that any literary
talent we may have carries with it
a responsibility to communicate
these beliefs and observations?

- in "THE SNAKE PIT"

the CA.
William Pcrham. a sociology major, has been a member of the StuC for two years, serving as secretary-treasurer this year.
He ha.=;
been on the football squad for three
years, and is a proctor in Smith
Middle.
Charles Radcliffe. majoring in
history and government, served on
the Stu-C for two years, his freshman and sophomore years. He is an
active member of the varsity debate
squad and the ski team.
Richard Scott, an economics major, is prominent in athletics, having three years each of football and
basketball, and two years of base
ball under his belt.
Robert Wade is the sports editor
of the STUDENT and intramural
manager. He is majoring in history
and government.

Herbert Dowse, who is majorij. I
in economics, has gone out U|
freshman football, track, and ba*
ball, and also write; for the STr.
DENT.
Prescott Harris who i- plannifc 1
to major in history anil government
has participated ir. the ireslmm|
football, -basketball, and basel
teams.
Arthur Koenig, who i- majorinjl
in history and government, write,!
freshman sports for the STL'DESj
and the "Mirror" and is now «.|
for the freshman baseball team.
David Moore, who hasn't decidejl
on a major, serves on the Faitil
Commission of the CA and the Oil
inet of the Judson Fellow-hip. Hejl
a member oi the freshman dcial
squad. He is now the freshman r&J
resentative on the Stu-C.

Pcte'4 PvuuaU

For there are very real stories
around us, begging to be told —
small stories and tremendous ones,
First of all — best wishes to siiie out-door barbecue starni
and lots of bathing beauties
stories of kindness, of love, of Gwen and Bob !
friendship. Some of us can xel'
everyone went for a dip in
|
There's a new -book out this
them. The rest of us can ask for
ger bowls after the festiviihmonth called i"Jl CUT YOUR
them.
the whole affair sounded like sool
THROAT AGAIN KATHLEEN . . .
Will you create one of the mem- with an old long scythe, no thing delightfully new carried c;|
to completeness . . .
orable characters we are seeking? doubt . . .
The STUDENT staff is proudij
Will you use a constructive theme
Did you hear about the mystery announce their new arrival .
beneath the artistry of your stories,
stories of hills, and sunshine and surrounding Pedro Anmitage ... it telephone - • • they've been yelliij
churches, instead of adding to the seems that lie disappeared one for one ■for about ten years, but i
multitude today so prevalent and day without informing anyone oi took the initiative of "Bounc:J||
profitable with the background of his intentions . . . not even room- Billy Barbeau" to figure out :
confusion, cynicism, and gutters: mate, Jim, so everyone searched angle of getting an extension
Will you use your talent to charac- . . . after a day or so of lookiug the one in the next office • . •
terize the "good guys", simple and vainly under rugs, inside mirrors,
The other day some clowns ask-J
great, who look to something or and other dark corners, they were ed, in all sincerity, what tht 0s!-|
someone bigger than themselves for all set to call out- the militia . .
ing Club and what i:
their inspiration?
only to call Pedro's home to find if
anything — on
campus .
him safe and sound in the bosom this little gem shocked the offices!
This subject deserves thought; if
of his family . . . just taking a because it is an up-and-cominsl
you have any talent, it deserves a
lireather . . .
organization ... so you little uiia-|
lot more.
Lest anyone should think this formed ones watch the feature!
column not hep on local social page for a write-up within *l
news . . . there was a ibeach party nest few weeks ... It promises a|
over in Sampsonville a while back be a doozie . . .
Then there's the STUDENT i
. and quite the innovation it
was too . . . the Baileys provided cers' party wbich was given SU'I
President William Sawyers of the the background in their apartment urday in the Michaels' apar.inr-l
Jordan Ramsdell Scientific Society with all the trimimings . . . there in Sampsonville . . . worthy ot.»]
announced last week that sopho- were sand, oars, fishing nets, in- cial note . . .
mores and juniors who are interested in joining Jordan Ramsdell
should contact him, Shirley Pease,
"COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE"
or Sonya Bianchi. The requirements
for membership are as follows, from
Article II. Section I of the constitution:

lordan Ramsdell Club
Invites New Members

LEWISTON TRUST CO.

"The membership of the society
shall be open to all men and women majoring in biology, geology,
mathematics, or physics who have
completed at the end of the semester in which they are initiated, eight
hours in their major subject."

LEWISTON — MAINE

We Solicit the Business of Bates Stud»»

ELM HOTEL
. LOUNGE

THEATRES
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.

GEORGE ROSS

2-9095

thing until he put on a drone mask
that hung on the wall before him
Much in the same fashion that a
girdle could change a princess' entire personality, he found that this
mask made him look at things differently. Suddenly the exam became clear to him: the answers
came: he wrote in the style of the
footnotes in "Hive Theory": he
found a logic in meaningless words.
But the answers got ahead of his
comprehension, and after awhile he
gave up trying to follow them.

Kood woke up in a side-street on
the sixth level, his antennae bent
and a wing crumpled under him. He
was just pulling himself erect and
trying to shake the haze out of his
head when he remembered the exun. Everything became clear as he
■ tung himself. With an angry buzzjig he made a bee-line for the
linth level, colliding in mid-air with
.wo other bees who brandished their
ringers menacingly but smiled.
Kood arrived, breathless, just as a
<roup oi drones were stinging the End Of An Ordeal
distracted swarm of bees into the
And suddenly he was through. He
.-xamination hall. At the door he looked up to find the altar gone.
submitted to the usual scrutiny of a He was sitting desolately alone in
.lanel of drones who searched every the middle of a great hall filled
fold of his body with high-powered with bees, all of them with wilted
microscopes. He was finally told to wings, drooping antennae, and their
go in and seat himself.
color gone. As the incense fumes
On the way to his place Kood cleared from his head, he felt unmet W1iee; but Whee didn't know steady. Before him were three
him, nor did his princess of the sheets of cheap gray hive paper,
night before when he met her. Both and on them his blood, brown
Whee and the princess — in fact, and dry. In a daze he got up
all the bees he could see — were to find a drone who would take the
doing obeisance before a small al- exam. But they were all before a
tar, holding an incense candle be- mirror reflecting an altar, inhaling
fore a red letter A. Finding his incense deeply. Too tired to think
of a way to rouse one of them, he
place, Kood did the same.
dropped the exam in their midst
The incense had a strange effect.
Outside Kood met Whee, who
He stood and watched himself walk
seemed untouched by the experiaway and out of the hall. What was
ence. On asking. Kood was told that
left was a stranger he didn't recogthe smart thing to do was to take
nize. He felt like an over-age elecI ,ric ]jght bu|b \ooiimg for a wan to in a bottle of drone's blood. Kood
shatter itself on with a tittilatii.g Ywondered how that could ever be
gotten past the panel of drones
pop I An old friend passed him. but
with the microscopes.
Kood saw only an ugly, annoying
"Simple," said Whee. "You carry
form vaguely familiar to him.
it in your hand. They're too busy
Alone With His.Exam
looking for hidden things to see
Suddenly a low buzzing came to anything obvious."
his ears. The incense candle went
(Next week: Kood and Whee
out, the altar opened up to engulf
double-date.)
him, and he sat alone with his ex-

NORTHEAST
AIR LINES

JOHN SUTCLIFFE

candidates for senior advisors. Two
of the four will be elected.
"Cathy", a psychology major, is
president of Wilson House and a
member of Stu-G. She also belongs
to Robinson Players, and appeared
in their recent production, "Seven
Chances".
"Peter", a sociology major, is
vice-president of Frye Street House.
She was a .member of Outing Club
Council and was chairman of tht
Winter Carnival snow sculpture
committee. She writes the STUDENT column, Pete's Perusals, and
works on the CA Publicity Commission.
Faith is vice-president of Hacker
House. A sociology major, she is
active in the Christian Service Club
and works with a "young peopleV
group at Danville Junction.
Judy is majoring in Spanish and
is president of the Spanish Club.
She is also president of Milliken
House and a member of Stu-G. She
is a member of the co-ordinating
committee, Choral Society, and
Canterbury Club, and was junior
representative to the nominating
committee.
Sophomore Representatives
Nominees for sophomore representatives are Elsa Bushner. Margaret Fuller, Nancy Kosinski, and
Leonajdia Maskiewicz. Two of the
four will be elected to the board.
Elsa is a psychology major. She
is a member of MacFarlane Club
and CA Community Service Commission.
"Peg" is a nursing student active
in CA Community Service Commission and WAA sports.
Nancy, an English major, was the
freshman, representative to the nominating committee. She is a member
of Judson Fellowship and the
Christian Service Club.
"Nord", a nursing student, belongs to Choral Society and CA
Community Service Commission.

(Editor's Note: These are ideas
discussed recently at the Bates Devotional Fellowship compiled by
Jean Decker.)
The Bates campus has a definite
connection with'American literature
of the present and the future. All of
us do some reading now and then
and many among us are even budding writers, or potential ones. So
it was quite natural that one of the
phases of life in general and campus
life in particular, which the Bates
Devotional Fellowship hit upon in
recent discussions was present day
literature.
Lack Of Memorable Characters
We tried in vain to call to mind
a single artistically good, memorable
character of modern fiction (within
the last 15 years) who was at the
same time an influence for good.

AUBURN

Wed. and Thurs. - March 16 and 17 Thurs., Fri., Sat. - Mar. 17, 18, 19
Shep Comes Home
"16 FATHOMS DEEP" starring
R. Lowert - Billy Kimbley
Lon Chaney and Arthur Lake
Station West
Powell-Greer
Friday and Saturday Only
Fri. and Sat. - March 18 and 19
Challenge Of The Range
Five Big Acts of Vaudeville
Starrett - Burnette
Sun. - Mon. - Tues. - Wed.
Walk A Crooked Mile
March 20, 21, 22, 23
Sun., Mon., Tues, - Mar 20, 21, 22
"SHOCKPROOF"
Embraceablc You
starring
Sorry, Wrong Number
B. Lancaster - B. Stanwyck Cornel Wilde and Patricia Knight

WARDS

NOW UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT

Orchestra
Every Night

R. W. CLARK CO.
DRUGS

CHEMICALS

BIOLOGICALS
Registered

MAIN ST. at BATES ST.
Tel. 3-0031

The Marvin Hotel Lounge
Larry Randall

WARD BROS

"His Highness of Hi^e-Ho"
'She's well dressed . . . she buys her

Formerly At The Music Box
In Boston

clothes at WARD BROS.'
TeL 2-7351

Tel. 2-0685
79 Lisbon St

Lewiaton

Pharmacists
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Spring Baseball And Track Slates
announced; Opens On April 16
ba=e ■iail

en

games

10r
n

*l?ISM

schedule

The freshman schedule is as fol
lows:
,ou"«
~
I"8 tW tampa'8 . beginning
April 13—BLHlS
|i* .„ exhibition game with
April 16—South Portland
I
- at Bates on April 16.
April 19—Lewiston
game will be
April 22—Deering
doin before the reg.
April 26—Portland
.season gets under way. On the
April 30—Bridgton
r . ,ije team will go to Boston
May 4—Hebron
[Uey will P'ay Northeastern
May 6—Co/burn C.
May 10—MCI
Tufts on successive days. Folwith New
3 home game
May 12—4Hebron*
ire, the squad will take its
May 18—Maine Annex
.-in when it travels to MidMay 21—Maine Maritime
T*\ury and the University of Ver.
Varsity Track
;he last two days of April.
Cotton
Island State will be here on
The track team will begin their
5il; god following that the training (or their spring meets on
h'-' r i,0nie and home series with April 5th immediately following
"*" Iher Maine colleges will com- the vacation. A schedule of four
broken only Iby the visit of meets awaits them as well as the
ls branch of Mass State chance to participate in the New
Ifte n-'ven
England competition at MIT on
nrsfty baseball schedule is May 20th. After the first meet with
Colby a i Waterville. on April 23rd,
Bates will be the host for three
[APril l«-C0M)y (ex.)
intil >s -Bowdoin (ex)*
weeks in a row, including the State
Meet on May 14th.
ijrli K—Northeastern*
jiK

lhe

COm

I

Spring Practice Under
Way For Football Team
By Art Hutchinson

Until a failure in the water supply in the gym forced cancellation
of practice, coaches "(Ducky" Pond,
Ed Petro, nad Brv Huether ran
next

year's

varsity

candidates

through a few opening drills at

THREE

oy

BaseballOpensAtCage
As Batterymen Report

By Al Dunham
K tne Intramural schedule is au
t'ouiea up; if mere are no rererees;
if there are ineligible players participating ... see Ned ... On stage,
and in the sportlight this week is
our inimitable Senior Intramural
-Manager, Edgar "Ned" Noel, current proctor.resident of fcymith
North, and native of South Hadley,
Massachusetts.

By Bob Creamer
Although spring isn't here yet, it
is apparently on the way judging
from the number of baseballs being
thrown around in the cage. Holdovers from last year include Dave
Leach, pitcher, with Bud Porter and
Norm Parent, both catchers. Norm
is a great hitter but saw only limited service last year due to his arm
injury.

the beginning of this week. These

Ned was born, bred, and brought
spring practice drills are designed up in South Hadley where he gradto give "Ducky" and his assistants uated from high school in 1940. He
an idea of what they can expect earned letters in football and basketball there and at Monson Acadwhen the squad reports next Sep.
emy. He first came to Bates in
tamber, but it is too early at this 1942.
writing to report anything definite
Nedgar just about got a semes.
about how next year's team will ter's worth of
study under his
shape up.
beH ibefore Uncle Sugar put the
finger on him and sent him halfCoaches Pond and Petro will
way around the world with the Air
have their work cut out for them Transport Command. PFC Noel
in finding replacements for such served three years with the Army,
April JS-Tuits*
April 23—Collby at Waterville
gridiron veterans as Don Connors, the greater part of which he spent
j ,| JJ—Mew Hampshire
April 30—Colby.Middleburyin India.
wril 29-Mi'ldiebury*
Lindy Blanchard, Nick Valoras,
Vermont
Since his return to Academia
Apri: 10—U. of Vermont*
and Bruce Ogilvie. The positions
May 7—Northeastern
Batesina in 1946, Ned has spent a
Mai 5—Rnoae Is'and State
that these men filled so capaibly
May 14—State Meet at Bates
couple of seasons working with the
w f-Maine
May 20—New .Englands at MIT
will have to foe filled by the sophfootball forces. Intramurals have
W10— Bowdoin*
Freshman Track
omores and the veterans of this been Ned's primary interest, howjli; 11- Colby*
year's freshman team.
ever. He has played in all of the
The freshiman tracksters will
I yJV is—Ataine
participate
in
six meets
this
|]l,y 20—Mass (Devens)
A 'tot of the veterans of the un- Intramural sports, been a Manager
spring
beginning
with
Lewiston
on
beaten
'46 team are still on hand
*r 2s-<'"iby
April 22 and finishing up with the to play a leading role on next
Hay 25—Bowdoin
annual Relay Carnival on May 21. fall's aggregation. Dick Scott, Bill
• away games.
|He freshmen will play a twelve All competition will take place at Cunnane, Wally Leahey, Bill PerBy N. Norton-Taylor
Bates.
»am, Norm Parent, Art Blanchard,
slate of which eleven are
Despite the recent snowstorm,
and Walker Heap are sure to figft panes. The games include
April 22—Lewiston
ure prominently in any lineup the Early Spring season in AA has
gf of 'he larger local high
April 30—Beering
started, and will last till April 15
"Ducky" might devise.
and academies. Hefbron
May 6—South Portland
Due, though, to the unpredrctibility
y be the opponent twice as a
Added to these men will ibe the of Maine weather, the organized
May 10—Portland
it and home series has been
group of sophomores that perform- sports will be indoors. For you
May IS—Bridgton
ed so well on last year's team, and ping-pong fans, there is a tournaMay 21—Relay Carnival
this year they •will have a year of ment being run off on Tuesday afLa Fortune, decorations and posters: varsity experience under their ternoons at 4 in WLB, as well as a
Science Fair
Elizabeth Cosier, industrial chemis- belts. Bill ILynn, Lefty Faulkner, chance to play deck tennis and
■ Continued from page one)
and Jerry Condon in the line, and shuffle-board.
|A di.-phv entitled "Wireless to try; Ruth Fehlau and Warren BaxThe walls of Rand Gym really
Ralph Perry, Shirley Hamel and
ter,
inorganic
chemistry;
Herman
rope' attracted the most attenHal Cornforth in the backfield will shake on Thursday afternoons when
Krackenberger,
organic
chemistry;
lin 1918. It demonstrated a now
play key roles on next year's team. the indoor baseball players take
Iradio. Exhibit- Acre held Marilyn Roth, physical chemistry:
over. How about joining the 4:10
Louis
Taxiarchis,
publicity;
and
■rally in following years until
From last fall's freshman team, fun tomorrow?
I
n biennially until 1941 Barbara Schcnck, qualitative analy- several new names should appear
Any time, any place, you can get
■ ". :'" war interrupted activities sis.
regularly in the new lineup. Ed credit for hiking and hiking, so
If next fair was 1947. the firs', ir
Committee chairmen for the phys- Petro will probably get help from
pre-ent biennial series.
ics department are the following: such
stalwarts
as
Douglass,
Cambridge Debate
Ifii'ty members of the five de Robert Harris, modern physics; Lin- Ovian. and Valinsky in building up
(Continued from page cne)
m :it-. are the advisors for thi - den Blanchard and Philip LaRo- a new line. The freshmen will pro1946, during a tour which a Bates
r- fair. Genera' committee chair- chelle, radar; Francis Berry, recti- vide a wealth of backfield material
team made of England and Scotfier:
and
Charles
Fehlau,
r-f
heating
are: Paul Cox. biology; Janet
in Nate Boone and Stan Ladd.
land.
lor. chemistry: Barbara Cotton. unit.
International debates were origiSeveral
new
men
have
also
reJog: : Elaine Porter, mathematCommitee chairman for the geonated by Bates in 1908 when Bates
ported
for
practice.
Don
Russell
■.ar.'l Sonya Bianchi: physics.
logy department are the followingand Al Evans, both of whom have debated Queen's College in Ontario.
Ellen Tapley and Louis Jordan, hisnen of Exhibits
had plenty of previous fooball ex. Canada. In 1921 Bates sent the first
(Committee chairmen for the bio- torical geology; Neal Smith, NicholAmerican debating team to England
perience, are candidates for next
p department are the following: as Valoras, Robert Harrington, and
to debate Ovford. Bates varsity deyear's team.
para Duemling and Laura de Glendon Collins, minerology and
baters have literally traveled around
to. bacteriology and serology; petrology; and Barbara Cotton,
Perhaps the ibrightest spot is the the world since then. The first
MacCurdy.
botony:
Jean physical geology.
return of Norm Parent after an Anglo-American debate to be held
m!tz, comparative anatomy; NanCommittee
chairmen for the operation that helped to relieve a in the United States took place in
Bean and Arlene Bourne, em- mathmatics department arc the fol nagging arm injury that bothered
■ology: Navarre Harrington, eyo- lowing:
him considerably last year. With
f*: Jean Xauss and Joan CurJames
Balentine.
calculator; Norm in good shape, the prospects
f. histology; Alan Dunham and Marion Dodge, linkages; and Serine brighten considerably before seS. S. Woodbury, Prop.
Word Innian, invertebrate ana- Ferringo. polimeter.
rious practice even begins.
w; William Sawyers and Shirley
f». micro-copes and accessories:
Fancy Groceries and
I Williams, jiarasitology; and
P» Henderson and Donna GoldConfectionery
pUUnation methods.
pBimittec chairmen
for the
■istry department are the folTel. 4.8332
249 Main St
'*?■ Jean Schultz and Patricia

Mitchell, South Hold First Place;
Game Friday To Decide Champs

Edgar "Ned" Noel
for the past three years, and now
is doing a ;i>ang-up job as the Sen.
ior Intramural Manager.
Economics is Ned's major course
of study, prepping him for a proposed future of Educational Administration. At odd free moments
you can find Ned peacefully smoking one of his briars, thinking
about his hobby, photography, and
listening to the latest record releases ... In pace requiescat.

TV. ,4. rf.
pump up the tires and don the rubbers. It's a relaxing change from
hour writtens to get out in the fresh
air.
Along with every other organization on campus, AA has been setting up its slate for next year. The
nominating committee consisted of
representatives from each class:
Grace
Grimes. Gladys Bovino,
Thelma Hardy, and Clara Blodgett.
and the ex-officio members. Nancy
Norton-Taylor, vice-president, and
Jane Bro\vn. president of WAA.
Coming after vacation:
new
Board-old Board banquet, playday
with U of Maine and Colby here p.t
Bates, another splash party, and a
mystery trip.
Lewiston in 1922 between Bates
and Oxford University. Since the
first international debates Bates has
participated in more than a hun
dred debates with foreign universities.
A tea for all freshmen and varsity debaters will be held Tuesday
at 4 p. m." at the Women's Union
at which time Mrs. Brooks Quimbv
will pour.

.•iiiijueii aiiu ooutU anil noiu
lueir urai piace me in me s'ecouu
iiai. race ot iniramurai uaSKeuuaii
piay as a result oi victories over
-Norm and Ou-4Jampus last week.
T(ie wins ot both teams were over
potential "stopper" quintets, and
this assures each of the league
leaae.s of a chance to hold the top
spot of the current league race
pending the outcome of their game
in the Alumni Gym this Friday.
South forced the Yankees to the
count as they dropped them 51-43
in the first game last Monday
night. There 'Was but a 3 or 4
point margin of difference in the
score at half time, but the Rebels
widened the margin in the third
canto. North's shift to a man-toman defense was more successful
than their zone, but came too la'.e
in the game to close the gap. Hal
Cornforth set the ipace for South
scoring 25 points, while Fen Winslow racked 10. Don Russell and
IShirl Hamel shared scoring honors
ifor the losers, each tossing in 12
points.
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108 MIDDLE STREET, LEWISTON

See your borne town ticket
agent about "CollegeSpecials."
They give you the advantage
of available reduced round-trip
fares . . . with a return time
limit long enough to cover the
whole spring term.
Your railroad ticket agent
at home will have these special
tickets for teachers and students. He'll be glad to help you
with your travel plans.

For a Time and
Money-Saving Trip

ting (tax included).

MEN

Expert Watch Repairing

Barnstone-Osgood Co.
JEWELERS - SILVERSMITHS
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SpringVacations

Open 7 A. M. to Midnight

see the famous names I
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It is announced here that the
Intramural team managers met
Monday to vote on the All-Opponent team for the 1948.49 Intramural basketball season and the
most valuable player, the results
of which will be reported in this
column next week.
The play-offs are coming up the
first of this next week so plan your
time so you can come over and see
some real basketball. Keep an eye
on the bulletin boards for the playoff schedule.

$1.69

Tel. 4-6459

DRAPER'S
BAKERY

This week marks the wind-up of
the regular schedule of the second
round of the Intramural play.
Mitchell tangled with Tony Rotondo's scrappy Middle quintet in
the first game Monday night, and
Roger Bill and South met to fill out
the twin bill. Tonight North and
Off-Campus will grapple on the
hardwood in the opener, while JB
and Sampsonville meet in the
night-cap. On Friday Roger Bill
and Middle will, play in the prelim
to the important game between
South and Mitchell, the outcome of
which will decide the second round
wniner, the team to meet North in
the finals.

Come back after vacation on
a "College Special" . . . then
return home at the end of the
college year. Enjoy stopover
privileges permitted by 10-day
transit limit in both directions,
if you wish.

PECKS

DANCING NIGHTLY
8-12

The inspired JB, the team with
"'the new look", gained its second
win oi the week by upsetting the
first-half champs from North 4947. Joel Price led the victors with
11 points, while Jean Harris and
John Sutcliffe backed him up with
10 points apiece. Bill S'earles aided
the Northeners' losing cause by
hooping 15 points, while Don Russell sank 12.

You add hours at both ends of
vacation when you go by train.
Relax in a comfortable coach
seat, or sleep the miles away in
your berth while you speed
homeward. Returning, leave
later . . . with confidence that
you won't miss a class.

AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES

BATES
HOTEL NOW FOR THE

Sampson vine to uie tune ■?. o&--ii.
John Houston was the winners
high scorer pushing up 18 markers, while Bob Wade and Dick
Flanagan gave him a hand with 14
and 12 points respectively.

-■to

Max Bell is manager for the debate and Marion Schwartz is chairman of the tea.

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

Taxi Service

uunnoin

Slim Somerville, after resting up
from his recent court duties, is expected to join the hurling ranks
early this week. He performed last
year for the freshmen and turned
in some fine work. Wayne Lago is
also up from the frosh squad and
■may see action. Shirl Hamel, nor
mally located at shortstop, is unlinibering his arm for possible mound
duties. Gene Harris, scrappy and
hard-working catcher, is also up
from last year's freshmen and making a strong bid for notice. These
boys all are welcomed by the coachThe nigat-cap of Monu.o's twn.
ing staff which saw much of last 'Dili lound Samipsonville eemng out
year's squad lost through gradua- a o5-oil win over Middle. Dick Dick
tion.
scored the night's high of 26 tallies
for the winners followed by 12 and
Two transfers. Fred Moore of
11 points thrown in by Bill DaBrooklyn, N. Y., and Chet Morse
chelle and George Stewart respecof Abington, Mass., are pitcher an,l
tively. John Duffett led the Midcatcher, respectively. They have
landers' attack with 22 points.
been attending the daily workouts
Perhaps the biggest scoop of
and complete the list of candidates
the
'week was JB's first win which
up to this moment.
(.une in the form of a narrow 3*332 win over the Roger Bill quintet
in the first game last Tuesday. The
Student Federalists
Commons tenants sported a 13
man squad for the occasion and
(Continued from page one)
the scoring was distributed among
grammar schools. William String10 of the players. Red Schmidt was
fellow t;tade addresses before the
the biggest gun of the small-armed
Kiwanis Club and the Rotary Club
attack racking up 7 markers.
in Lewiston on behalf of World
"Mo" Morrison and Buck BuchanGovernment Week.
an contributed 9 points apiece for
Among other projects of the week the Roger Billers.
Robert Patterson arranged to disIn the second game of the eveplay a federalist exhibit in the li- ning the powerful Mitchell squad
brary. The exhibit included souve- edged Norm Parent's Off-Campus
nirs of the past war and several forces 45-41. The College Street
recent books on world government crew led the scoring throughout
and its problems.
the game .and were aided in no
Mr. Frank Hoy, manager of local small part by Paul Williams' 14
station WLAM, gave time to the points and Dick Hartman's 10.
Federalist club for several spot an- Bob Wade was high man for Offnouncements prepared by them to Campus with 13 tallies closely folpromote world government week. lowed by John Houston's 12 points.
On Wednesday night Off-Campus
Earlier in the week Mayor Gagne
iiad proclaimed World Government avenged its previous night's setback by thrusting its wrath upon
Week in Lewiston.

Boston Tea Store

f* INSTANT

MI

50 Lisbon Street
Tel. 4-5241
Lewiston, Maine

PHONE 83356

Plenty of choice so you can
plan a whole Spring glove
wardrobe.
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Candidates Named For Campus Positions
(Continued from page ong)
PUBLISHING ASSOCIATION
President
Jane Hosking
Wendall Wray
Secretary
Raymond Driscoll
Marjorie Dwelley
Junior Representatives
(Vote for one man and one
woman)
William Dill
Shirley Freeman
Jane Kendall
Robert Wilson

Class Ballots

Secretary
Anders Krall
Diane Wolgast
Treasurer
Philip Cifizzari
Shirley Freeman
LAWRANCE CHEMICAL
SOCIETY
President
Oswyn Hammond
Allen Kneeland
Louis Taxiarchis
Secretary-Treasurer
Patricia LaFortune
Irene McKenzie
Jean SchuVtz
SPANISH CLUB
President
Norma Chaffee
Nestor Mengual
Vice-President •
Marguerite Boeck
Gladys Bdvino
Secretary
Norma Reese
Marilyn Shaylor
Treasurer
Mary Edge Leckerrtby
James Taylor
DER DEUTSCHE VEREIN
President
Robert Schmidt
Jean Schultz
Vice-President
David Coriell
Ruth Fehlau
Secretary
William Kuhn
Wilbur Rust
Treasurer
John Myers
Anthony Orlandella
LAMBDA-ALPHA
President
Irma Reed
Barbara Sherry
Vice-President
Ruth Fehlau
Beverly Jones
Jane Kendall
Secretary
Joan Carberry
Constance Fales
Carol Woodcock

CLASS OF 1950
President
Athena Giftos
Walker Heap
Vice-President
Charles Radcliffc
Wendall Wray
Secretary
Marjorie Dwelley
Sylvia Stuiber
Treasurer
David Leach
Robert Wade
Judith Witt
CLASS OF 1951
President
Theodore Coshnear
Michael Stephanian
Vice-President
Harold Cornforrh
Rae Stillman
Secretary
Joan Holmes
Martha Rayder
Treasurer
Robert LaPointe
Ralph Perry
CLASS OF 1952
President
Robert Cagenello
Thomas Nortbury
Anthony Orlandella
Vice-President
Prescott Harris
Thomas MrGann
Secretary
Ruth Parr
Ruth Potter
Treasurer
Xathaniel Boone
John Merrick

Club Ballots
(Clubs are urged to turn in
complete membership lists to
Arnold Alperstein before Friday.)
CHORAL SOCIETY
President
(Runner-up will be manager)
James Balentine
Richard Bellows
George Cory
Vice-President
(Runner-up will lie manager)
Cynthia Black
Ruth Fehlau
Thehna Hardy
Carol Woodcock
GOULD INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS CLUB
(President already elected)
Vice-President
Laurence Birns
Theodore Coshnear

OFF-CAMPUS
MEN'S COUNCIL
Senior Representatives
(Vote for three: circle one
of the three for president)
Jesse Castania
Raymond Driscoll
Glenn Kumekawa
Charles Lohfeld
Norman Parent
Robert Wade
Junior Representatives
(Vote for two; circle one of
the two for secretarytreasurer)
Herbert Bergdahl
Donald BuckGeorge Langley
Charles Littlefield
Raymond Sennett
Sophomore Representatives
I Vote for two)
William Kennedy
Lawrence Kimball
William Leahey
William Patadis
Lawrence Quimby

HAND SEWN GIRLS' LOAFERS — WEDGE HEELS

-

By Charlie Clark
The overwhelming majority of
Student Council candidates favor
freshman rules of some type, hut for
reasons political or otherwise, hold
conspicuously reserved opinions, a
STUDENT poll revealed this week.
Although a minor issue, much stv
dent interest is always shown whenever the question of frosh rules is
discussed, so as a matter of public
interest, the following results of this
late survey are published.
Among the candidates* from the
class of '50, six of the eight who will
be voted on Monday favor either
rules or traditions. Charles Radcliffe. Robert Corish, George Gamble, and Hugh Penney want enforced rules, but all except Corish
submitted
qualifying
statements
such as "reasonable degree", "in a
modified form", and "no harsh punishments". Radcliffe and Gamble
came out specifically against the
haircut as a form of enforcement,
and Penney said he wanted modified rules without any harsh punishments.

thinks a few freshman rules give the
freshmen a better idea of traditions.
He is, however, opposed to involuntary haircuts. David Moore, the
incumbent, stated also that he is in
favor of frosh rules. Arthur Koenig
does not believe in enforced rules,
favoring only the rentention of hats,
identification pins, and the decapping ceremony.

Art Exhibit On Display
In Corum Show Cases

In correlation with Cultural Heritage 402 an exhibit has been set up
in the new exhibition cases in the
Library by Mr. Andrews and Mr.
Fairfield. The exhibit consists of a
series of painting reproductions by
noted French artists which Mr. Andrews procured during bis trip
through Europe last year.
The paintings are the work of
David, Ingres, Delacroix, Gericault,
Corot, and Millet.
Mr. Fairfield has announced that
the exhibition, the first to make use
of the new showcases in the lobby
William Perham told the STU- of the Library, will be displayed at
DENT he favors traditions similar least until the end of the week and
to those of this year. The objective, perhaps through Spring Vacation.
he said, should be to help the freshmen adjust. Arthur Hutchinson
LE CIRCLE FRANCAIS
wants an orientation program am'
"Une soiree" was held by the
decapping ceremony, but said he French students last Thursday at
was against "childish hazing". Ric'i Aaron and June Gillespies' apartard Scott and Robert Wade ex ment. Five new members were inpressed no opinion on this issue.
itiated: John Blake. Marilyn ShayThe six candidates from the pre?
lor, Norma Reese, Lois Green, and
ent sophomore class are equally di- Nancy Hudson. Following the busvided among the proponents of iness meeting, bridge was played (in
rules and of traditions similar 'to French).
those enacted last fall. Ralph Mills
Officers will be elected during the
favors freshman rules "in a modi- next business meeting. April 10.
fied form", Herbert Bergdahl is for
Marjorie Willinson will he in charge
ruks with no haircut, and Max B;ll of the program.
expressed dissatisfaction with last
fall's frosh orientation, stating that
"there should be enforcement so
that Bates students will, for instance, at least know their school
songs".

Mrs. Powers Speaks
To Future Teachers
Mrs. Dorothea Powers was guest

William Xorris. the lone Samp speaker for the Future Teachers o!
sonville candidate, said he favors America meeting March 8.
frosh traditions with the "coopera"Goals and purposes must be set,"
tion of the freshman, as it was this said Mrs. Powers, in addressing the
year", and Dana Jones likewise senior members in particular, "so
wants l\ repetition of last fall's tra- we will know where we are going."
ditions. Jones said he is against outAfter speaking to the group on
right hazing, but that he would like various phases of progressive educarhe introduction of "highly-spirited tion which she favors, Mrs. Powers
competition between freshman ard led a discussion concerning progres
sophomore men". William Dill is sive • education, and the problems
igainst rigorously-enforced rules. teachers must face as teachers in a
icing "more in favor of the type of classroom as well as in a society.
•aditions observed, but giving tin.
Stu-C power to deal with offendDEUTSCHE VEREIN
ers".

Spanish Club Meeting
Features Color Movie

Bangor Theological Seminary and
Rev. Harold C. Bonnell of Portland will be the speakers at the
April 3 meeting at the UB.

crSo
the New England P ' »,i»
School Debate Tourn f
y h
day.

The contest, annually held
the auspices of the Bate, I„7 "'^
lastic Debate League. wjii ,J^
divii
ed into two rounds, one to b
at 3:30 p. m. and the other at 6^
p. m. The early hour oi the ev .
de-bate is to enable the nan;,to attend the Science Exhibit
The debates are open to all ^
England prep schools. The

school,
which have joined inr!u<je u .
_

,

A|

_

«:r-

Central Institute, Bridgt0n A
emy, Cushing Academy. Holder*
School, Huntington School R
and Nicholr. School. \V«- w.
nampio,
School, Kimball Union Academ
Tabor Academy, Tilion School
Hebron Academy. There is A„.
that all can attend, however V
cause of conflicts of spring (lf,
tions.
"Over th'e Rainbow ", and the oW.
ing presentation of "The G
Hers" in which Karl Koss and Am.
tin Rich played a duet-t-accompanj.
ment.
The program was under the dirtc.
tion of Mr. Waring, with Robert
Oakes, assistant ronductor. am|
Karl Koss and Austin Rich, accom-l
panists, participating. Working will
Mr. Waring was the Pop Concert
committee consisting of Mariln
Deston. chairman, and members
Avon Cheel, Kennct'; Hilt. RoberJ
Jones, John May and George Rol

lins.

Ushers for the concert were Patricia Snell. Barbara Cottlc. Marior.1
Dodge,
Elaine .Porter. Berjl
Schoener. Nancy Dean. Thetaul
Blake. Dorothy Gaylord. Ca'l
jenkinson. Arrolyn Hayes. GenVi
The entire Choral Society joined dine Lincoln, and Betty-Jane Ce-1
in singing "Brahm's Folk Songs". derholm.

ful tapestries he weaves and his reKarl Koss's piano solo. "There
ligious ritual, which is an odd com- Preludes'" by Gershwin, drew an
bination of Catholicism and pagan- ovation from the listeners and Koss
ism.
returned with an encore. .

The final meeting, to be held on
Followng the movie a business
Palm Sunday. April 10. in the
imeeting was held. The constitution
Bates chapel, will feature Rev.
for the new club was ratified by the
Lewis M. Brehaut of the United
members. A nominating committee
Baptist Church as speaker. The colcomposed of June Gillespie, Marlege choir will furnish the music.

guerite Boeck, and Phyllis Long

At the meeting held at the High was named to form the club's slate
Street United church, last Sunday of candidates for the all-college elecevening. Dr. Kenneth Sills, presi- tions. Working with Judith Witt
dent of Bowdoin College, talked on this year's president, they formed
"Pathways to the Reality of Go3 the final slate from a list of sugThrough Humanity" and Dr. Fred- gested officers submitted by the
erick H. Thompson spoke on "What members of the club.
to do When You Have a Rendezvous with Failure". The chape'
At a •meeting on March 7, Der speaker was Dr. Robert Clyde YarDeutsche Verein made tentative
borough.

When You See "Tibby" Tibbets Wearing a Grin
With Mustard on His Chin —
You'll Know He's Been Eating
COOPER'S HAMBURGERS Again!
LEWISTON

Three of the four candidates from
ie class of '52 told the STUDENT
'ley were in favor of rules for next plans to bring the 200th anniversary
•ear's freshmen. Prescott Harris is of the birth of Goethe to the atin full favor of them, believing they tention of the campus. Talks will be
■should be better organized than they given in chapel, and there is to be
were this year, and Herbert Dowse an exhibit in Coram Library.

JPLAZAGRILL'

Holderness School,
champion, will attempt t0
title minus the services of 1
prize speaker, Stanley

ERNIE'S MARKET

AT THE SIGN OF

$4.95 — really a $6.50 value
Brown, Red, Green, Saddle

Council Candidates Split Robert West NSA
On Freshman Rules Issue Officer, Talks Here

Waring's Music Prep School Deba*.
1
Scores At Popsl Compete Here FrSJ

. (Continued from page one)
signments on our side of the camThe Alumni Gym, decorated with
pus," said Helen Papaioanou, Stu-G
president. Members of the commit- gay yellow and reds in keeping
Speaking in chapel Monday, Rob tee were Frances Curry, Catheri-e with a Japanese theme, was the
ert West of Yale, foreign affairs Evans, Lois McEnaney. and Marscene of the annual Pop Concert
vice-president of the National Stu- jorie Rodman.
last Friday evening.
dent Association, emphasized that
fne Student Council, on considthe success of NSA on a regional
The theme was effectively carried
ering the report submited by Belsky
and national level depends upon the
throughout
the gym by the use of
and Perham, voted to recommend
active support of students on the
the removal of racial and religious alternating red and yellow lanterns
member campuses.
factors from consideration in fresh- which swung from long green and
West named the Human Rela man housing assignments. The new yellow streamers, forming an irchtions Conference, held last weekend policy of wherever possible deliber- way over the dance floor. Directly
in Boston to discover "barriers tc ately mixing freshmen of different in front of the orchestra and in the
higher education in the United races and religions was agreed on center of the dance floor was a
States", as one of the NSA's most after -a series of conferences with large, gold t ree, whose branches
significant domestic projects.
President Phillips, Dean Rowe. Mr. overhung a" curved red and black
bridge. A simulated pool beneath
The most important international Sampson, and Mr. Lindholm.
the bridge was set off by overhead
project is to facilitate student exlights. A lattice work of roses lined
change programs by summer travel Admissions Policy Remains
Stu-C President William String- the wall in back of the orchestra,
and study tours and by providing
fellow
called the bousing agree- and Japanese parasols placed on the
scholarships for foreign students in
ments
"an
outstanding example of refreshment table completed the efthe United States. Such programs,
he said, "create in the university the what can be achieved through stu- fect.
development of thinking and tie the dent-faculty cooperation. The new
policy is a significant improvement
Couples danced to the music of
universities closer together".
over the former situation.
Lloyd Rafnell's orchestra and the
Other domestic propects include
songs of vocalist, Dork Rafnell.
"But just because progress has
setting up the purchase card sysbeen
made
in
one
area,"
he
said,
tem in metropolitan areas and holdThe Orphic Society was featured
ing conferences to determine how "we shouldn't feel that we have during the first intermission, under
"American colleges can develop so- solved all the problems connected the direction of Mr. Waring. Seleccial leadership among their stu- with having a genuine interracial, tions from Gilbert and Sullivan arintcrreligious college community ranged by Weaver, "One Morning
dents".
There still remains the college ad- in May" by Carmichacl. and 'Seremissions policy.",
nade" by Tchaikowsky were played. The intermission closed with a
Dr. Painter Is Next
rendition by the Orphic and Choral
Of Lenten Speakers
Societies of Victor Herbert favorit<-". These included, 'Kiss Me
The University of Life, sponsorAgain", "Just Because You're You".
ed by the Lewiston-Auburn Coun"When You're Alone", "Little
cil of Churches, began on Sunday.
A
movie.
"Wings
Over
GuateGypsy Sweetheart", and "Italian
"March 8, and is to continue through
April 10. The theme is 'Pathways mala", was the highlight of the Street Song".
Spanish Club meeting held March 8.
to God".
The Choral Society, predominant
At the meeting to be held nex' This movie, furnished by Pan- in the second intermission, was outSunday at the United Baptist American Airways, is photograph- lined against a backdrop of brilliantChurch Dr. Painter of the Bates ed in color. It takes the observer ly changing colors. The women's
chorus opened the intermission with
faculty and Rev. Clifford Osborne
on a flight to Mexico and GuateGershwin's "Embraceable You" and
of Waterville will be the speakers.
mala. In Mexico, the life of peasant also sang "My Heart Stood Still"
Dr. Wallace Anderson of Portland
and Rev. Lester Boobar will speak and cify-dwellcr is shown. The out- by Rodgers. The men's chonus ofat the March 27 session at the UB standing features of the life of the fered Nobel Cain's arrangement of
Church. Rev. Alfred Banning of the Guatemalan Indian are the beauti- "I Got Shoes".
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FINE FOODS
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